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>>> Klick Hier <<<
Battletech blackjack loadout. I'm restarting my campaign for a few different reasons, namely, I

understand how everything works better now and would like to take a fresh approach. However, I always
found the BlackJack completely underwhelming in every mission I brought it on and I'm wondering if

anyone has any tips or advice on how to get more out of it? Сообщения 1 – 15 из 28. 28 апр. 2018 в
3:39. I reconfigured it to a BJ-1DB and have been much happier. Remove the ac/2’s, ammo, and arm

mounted M-lasers. Add 2 L-lasers, and 6 heat sinks. Gives it a bit more punch from range, and a
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powerful alphastrike up close. Runs hot however, so manage your heat. I give it to Dekker when I don’t
want him in a light mech like a firestarter. This way he can still sensor lock if he needs a cool down turn.

Отредактировано Muskrat; 28 апр. 2018 в 3:44. 28 апр. 2018 в 3:41. Its stock loadout is fine honestly,
just adjust rear armor to and add front armor. It's only a 45 ton mech so it does a lot for its weight class
and the 4 jumpjets lets you get high quality shots sometimes. Get a pilot with 6 guts for it quickly so that
you can park it somewhere up high and push its limits with the medium lasers while effectively doubling
its armor. If you want more knockdowns you can drop the heat sinks and jumpjets, swap the AC2s for 5s
and keep 2 medium lasers, you lose on overall firepower but the extra stability damage leads to more
knockdowns for called shots. Both work. The other approach is to just make a laserjack. 1 large laser

and a bunch of mediums, or 2 large lasers, heat sinks to fill in wight. It'll suck on a few of the story
misisons and hot maps though and you won't be getting knockdowns with it. 
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